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The (real-time) Green’s functions for the P(d)2 quantum field theory are 
studied. The main result is that they are C” functions of the coupling constant h, 
for h sufficiently small and nonzero. Explicit expressions for the derivatives are 
obtained. 
I. I~TR~DUCTI~~ 
The Green’s functions in a quantum field theory are the vacuum 
expectation values of time-ordered products of the field operators. 
They play a central role because they are relatively manageable, 
(e.g., the theory of renormalization for four-dimensional field theories 
is formulated entirely in terms of Green’s functions), and they are 
closely connected to experimentally measurable quantities (e.g., the 
LSZ formula gives scattering amplitudes in terms of Green’s 
functions). 
We study the Green’s functions in the P(+)2 model for self-inter- 
acting bosons in two-dimensional space-time. The Hamiltonian for 
the model has the form H = H, -1 X J: B(y(x)): dx, where X E [0, CD) 
is the coupling constant. The fields, the vacuum, and hence, the 
Green’s functions are all determined by H. In particular, the Green’s 
functions depend on A, and our main result is concerned with this 
functional relationship. It may be stated as follows. If A, > 0 is 
sufficiently small, the Green’s functions are infinitely differentiable 
on the interval (0, A,,). 
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In the process of obtaining this result, we establish the following 
items, which are of interest in their own right: an explicit analytic 
continuation of Green’s functions to complex time; an approximation 
of Green’s functions by Wightman functions; and spacelike cluster 
properties for Green’s functions. 
In an earlier paper [2], it was shown that the imaginary time Green’s 
functions or Schwinger functions are C” in the coupling constant 
on an interval [0, ha]. The fact that zero is included implies that the 
perturbation series for the Schwinger functions are asymptotic. 
(Eckmann, Magnen, and Seneor [3] have shown Bore1 summability 
for these series for (4*)2 .) S o f ar it has not been possible to include 
zero for the Green’s functions themselves. The difficulty is that 
estimates that dominate the interaction density by the Hamiltonian 
diverge a h + 0 (see (3.2)). In the present approach these estimates 
are necessary for control over the derivatives. 
The present smoothness results are obtained by finding an analytic 
continuation between the Schwinger functions and their derivatives 
and the Green’s functions and their formal derivatives. It is then 
possible to deduce the differentiability of the Green’s functions from 
that of the Schwinger functions. The chief difficulty is in establishing 
the existence of the formal derivatives at real and complex time. By 
formulating the question carefully, the existence can be reduced to 
provable cluster properties at all stages. At real and imaginary time, the 
clustering from the mass gap (by different methods), and the clustering 
at complex time is interpolated by a Phragmen-Lindelhof type of 
argument. The details are presented in Section 5; the earlier sections 
set the stage. 
2. TIME-ORDERED PRODUCTS 
Nelson [9] has given an abstract definition of time-ordered products, 
which we state after some definitions. Let H be a positive self-adjoint 
operator on a Hilbert space %“. Let Zk be the scale of Hilbert spaces 
associated with H: for K > 0, pk is the domain of (H + l)ki” with 
norm II u IIIc = ll(H + 4”“~ II, and for k < 0, Xk is the completion 
of fl in this norm. There is a natural inclusion 2” C .Xk’ for k > k’. 
Also, (H + I)lj2 is unitary from Xk to *ek--l, and -;//--” is the dual 
space of Zk with the pairing (v, u) -= ((I + H)-‘i:2z), (1 -+ H)ki2u); 
‘L: E ~%f-~, u E Zk. If A E Z(Xk, -ml) and [A, H] E F(%“, -FL), it 
follows that A E Z(-F?~+~, X1+2) and 
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We consider the space C,“(J?, Z(Zr, & -l)) of infinitely differenti- 
able functions of compact support with values in .JZ(Zr, Z-l). We 
shall say that a sequence {a,,,> converges to {LZ} strongly in 
C,“(R1, ~?(GP, 2-l)) if th ere is a compact set K such that supp n,,, 
C K for all m, and 
lim sup ~(&‘(t) - n”‘(t))z~ ‘j-r : : 0 1,WJ , 
for all ZL E X1, and all derivatives a(~). By the principle of uniform 
boundedness, such a sequence has supl j/ &)(t)il,,_, bounded in m for 
each 01. We define norms 1 a In on C,“(F, Z(Z’l, X-l)) by 
fl IL = g : U’~‘(f)‘j,,-, df. 
Nelson’s result may be stated as follows. 
?‘HEOKEM 2.1. Let a,, E C,“(R’ , 9(,;Y I, :X -I)), v = 1, 2,. . The?2 
F, = 1 and 
F?L(%z >..., a, , t) = 1.’ eiSHu,(s) e-iSHF,-l(n,-l ,..., a, , s) ds (2.2) 
. .~ ,j 
inductiveb define operators in -FZ(Z”~~ -I, X-l) n %(.@‘~r~+~, 2’1) 
multilineas in the a,, which satisfy the following: 
(A) [iH,F,(a, ,..., a, , t)] == -f F&z, )...) a, )...) a, ) t) 
I’ ~1 
-+ eifHa,(t) e-~ifHFn-l(a,_L ,..., uL , t) (2.3) 
on c@;Y-2n+l 
(B) There exist constants K, such that 
SUP I! I*‘dan ,..., a, , %+,., -i k: fi / a, ln . 
t “=L 
CC) If a,,,,, converges to a, strongly in C,“(IP, 2?( SP, .X-1)), 
then fey u E &2nfl, 
p& ll(~7L(%,‘ ,.*., a,,,, I t) - F,(n, ,..., a1 , t))U Ill = 0. 
Actually, (B) and (C) are not explicit in [9], but follow readily. 
((C) seems to be necessary to the proof.) See also Theorem 2.2. 
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Note that for t = GO, the last term in (2.3A) is absent and so 
(Ad iH)“F(a, ,.,., a,, a) 
It follows by (2.1) that F(a,, ,..., a, , a) E P(X2~rf1r-217z, GF~-;~“~) for 
??a = 0, 1) 2,. * . . The time-ordered product is defined by 
9-(a, )...) a,,) = ~&&4&, I’**> %(I) > m3), 
where the sum is over all permutations n of (l,..., n). 
We now extend these considerations to complex time. To minimize 
domain difficulties the formulation is somewhat different. 
?'HEOREM 2.2. Let a, E C,“(R’, Z’(Zl, Z--l)), v = 1, 2 ,..., and take 
T E R1 so that supp n, C (T, co). Let 8 be a nonzero complex number 
with Im 0 < 0. Then Eos(t) m= e-i@(/--T)lf, t 3 T, and 
Ene(a, ,..., aI , t) = .i_t, e-ie(f-3%,(s) E;&z,-, ,..., a, , s) ds (2.5) 
inductively define operators in J?(,pzn-l, &-‘) n 9(.FzTf’*, .a’) 
multilineal, in the a, that satisfy 
(A2) [iOH, Ene(a,, ,..., aI , t)] = -i EnS(an ,..., a,‘,..., uI , t) 
u-1 
I- an(t) EB,-,h-, >..., a, , f) (2.6) 
on yplL;I* 
(B) There exist constants .KYL such that 
cc> If %,m comevges to a,, strongly in C,“(Rl, 9(%%+, -X-l), then 
for u E-P'Zn+l, 
Proof. The proof is by induction on n. It is straightforward to 
check all the statements for n = 1. Suppose now that Ei-, is defined as 
an element of 9(% 2n-1, Z1) and that A,-, , B,-, , C,-, are true. If 
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Im i < 0, then cicH is a contraction on each X”. Hence, (2.5) 
defines Erie as an element of A?(Zzn-l 33-l) We regard the integral 
as a weak integral in L??(XSn--l, Z-l). By B,-, we have 
We also have, under the hypotheses of C, for 
iw,yt> = E,lya,,vL ,...) a,,, , f) - Enfyun )... , a, , t) 
and u E X2n-1, that 
II s&T+ L-1 < J 1: %,m(S);/~,--l ‘I WL(s)u 11 A 
+ j Ii(a n,m(S) - a,(s)) J$,(U,-, ,..., al , .y)U 1i-l dS --f 0 
as m+ co, (2.8) 
where we use GIL-r and dominated convergence. 
We shall presently improve (2.7) and (2.8) to B, and C,, . We 
now add a new item called D to the induction hypotheses (i.e., we 
suppose D,-, is true). 
(D) If a, is in C,“(Rl, 3(X1, X3)), then Ens(a, ,..., a,, t) is in 
L?(X2n--l, X3) and for u E X2+‘, we have strongly in X1: 
(44 &B(%t ,... , a, , t)u 
z --it?HE,a(a, ,..., u1 , t)u I a,(t) E’f&,L-, ,... , a, , t)u. 
First we prove D,, . With a, E C,“(R’, 2’(%‘, c%3)), Eq. (2.5) may 
be regarded as an integral in 9(XZn--l, 2”) so that En9 E 
LZ’(YP-+~, 3s). Furthermore, for u E XzYn--l, Ene(*, t)u is strongly 
differentiable in ,%I. To see this, consider the difference quotient 
for E > 0: 
= (1;‘~) .C’+’ e- iS(~~+e-Wzn(~) ,T;-,(., s)u ds + [(Cafe” -1)/c] &@(., t)u. 
Since Eme(*, t) u E Z3, the second term above converges to 
-z3HEn”(*, t)u in YP as E ---f 0 +. The first term converges to 
a,(f) -T-d-, f>u by a short argument using the strong continuity 
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of the integrand. (The change of variables s -s + E is useful here.) 
Similarly, we obtain convergence as E -+ O-. Thus, D,, is true. 
Combining A,-, and Q-i , we have in X1 for u E Z’2n-1 and 
a,-, E C,“(Rl, LqsP, .X3)), 
(d:df) E~&z,~, )...) a, ) t)u 
n-1 
.= --E:-,(a,-, )...) a1 , f)(ifm) + c EO,&,& )...) a,‘,..., a, ) f)U. 
,,=I 
Now, for all a, G C,“(Ri, .9(Z1, Y3)) and u E Xzn+l, we may 
calculate weakly in X1: 
=z I” (d,‘ds)(e-ie(t-S’Han(s) E;&,-, ,..., aI , s)u) ds 
*--‘ii 
-_ r 
t 
e-iO(f- ~yi&n,(S) EfL+,(., s)u 
- --?. 
L u,‘(s) E;-,( ., S)U + u,,(s)(d;ds) &,( ., S)U) ds 
= iBHE,ya, )..., u1 , t)u + EnD(a,,’ )..., a, , t)u 
n-1 
- EnO(% ,..., a, , f) i0Hu + 1 Ens(u, ,..., a,‘,..., u, , t)~. (2.9) 
,,.=I 
Assembling terms we see that we have proved A, for the smoother 
a y . For E > 0 and a, in C,E(R1, 3(X1, P-l)), trrHai, is in 
C,“(Rl, 9(.%?1, TP)), and so A, holds for E,lB(e-tHan ,..., eeGHal , t). 
Now on u E 3PrL+1, let E 4 0. Since e-Er*ay converges strongly to 
a, in’ C,“(P, LZ(GP, 3P1)), each term in A,, converges in ,P-a to 
the corresponding term with E = 0 by (2.8) and C,_, . Thus A, holds. 
Now A, shows that [H, E,,B] E 9(~P--l, .X-l). It follows that 
En* E P(.9a2n+1, 3’) and that 
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where we use [Ia(t)ll,<I a II , &-I , and (2.7). Similarly, IIEn@i(flL--l,--l 
is bounded and we obtain B, _ 
Finally, we consider C,, . Using ;I ‘t’ jjr = il( 1 + H)ZJ /j..l , we 
write for u E SP17-‘1, 
Using A, for [Ii, 6E,e], the convergence follows by (2.8) and CTL-i . 
Thus, C,, holds and the proof is complete. 
COROLLARY 2.3. E,,e E _LP(Z2nf1, F) is strongly continuous in f3 
for Im 0 ,< 0, 19 # 0. 
Proof. Assume the statement has been established for EEL-, . For 
Im i < 0, 5 + edibH . 1s strongly continuous on each Sk, and so for 
u E 32n-1 7 
l.(E,"(., t) - EZ'(., f))U I-1 
:' i' (1: Q,(s);jl,-l i!(E:-l(~, S) - Et-,(., s))z~ ,I1 
j- "(e- m-.s)H _ e--iR'(i-s)H) a,(s) EE-,(., s)u iI-l) ds 
-0 as P’ + e. (2.10) 
For u E Xzn+i, we have 
Taking the commutator from (2.6A), each term converges to zero 
as 8’ --t 0 either by (2. IO) or by the induction hypothesis. 
COROLLARY 2.4. E,,O E 9(Zzn+l, Z1) is holomorphic in Im 0 < 0. 
Proof. Assume the statement has been established for n - 1. For 
Im c < 0, 5 + eeibH is holomorphic on each Xk. Thus, for u E .X2*--1, 
vE2P,s<t, 
\T, e-is(t--s)Hu,(s) Ei-,(a,-, ,..., a, , s)u) 
is holomorphic in 1m 0 < 0. This function is bounded for s c-1 t and 
8 running over compact subsets of Im B < 0. Thus, JLW [...I ds = 
(v, E,%) is also holomorphic. 
Now suppose u E ~P~~4-r so E,% E Zr, and consider the function 
f3 -+ (v, ETL%) for c E 9-r. If 71 E 39, it is holomorphic. This 
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extends to 2-r since ,X1 is dense in X--r, and /I Er,e~ i/r is bounded 
on compact subsets of Im 0 < 0. Thus, E,,O E F(2’z21f ‘I, .X”) is 
weakly holomorphic, and hence, holomorphic. 
Remark. If Hi2 =: 0, then En8Q is independent of the parameter I‘. 
Furthermore, by induction it is easily established thatF$ x eilHEf$Q 
and hence, that (Q, F,$) = (!2, Ei;‘SZ). Thus, (Sz, Enall) is a holo- 
morphic extension of (Q, F,Q) corresponding to a complex scaling 
of all time variables. 
3. THE MODEL 
3. I. Operator Bounds 
Let H, be the free Hamiltonian for mass q on the Fock space 
S over L,(Rl) and define V(g) = J : ~(F(x)): g(x) where 9’ is a 
lower semibounded polynomial and v is the time zero field operator. 
For X E [0, a), the cutoff Hamiltonian is given by 11, ==: 
Ho -I hVX[-L,l) - E, . With a suitable choice of the constant E, , 
H, is a positive self-adjoint operator with a simple eigenvector Q, 
at zero. We refer to [4, 5, 1 l] for details of this construction. 
The operator bounds that we need may be stated as follows. There 
exists a constant C such that for all h E [O, 11, I < a, and g ELM, 
(3.1) 
Furthermore, C can be chosen so that for all h E (0, 11, I < co, and 
g EL(R~), suppg C [--I, 11, 
$V(g) < CA-l(L, + 1) 11 g ~‘#I, -- I), (3.2a) 
&v-(g) :.< CA-1 1; g ~jp@Y1 + I). (3.2b) 
Here L, is the length of the largest interval containing suppg, and 
/I . /lY is some norm on the Schwartz space Y(Rl). 
Bounds of this type were first obtained by Glimm and Jaffe [6], 
and also follow by the methods of Guerra, Rosen, and Simon [8, 151. 
The y bound is well known. For the V bound, we note that if 
/I g 113) < 1 and supp g is contained in a unit interval, then +hV(g) < 
CW,+4 by Fl or [15]. Thus, &Xv(g) ,< C II g !Iz(HI i- 1) for 
g supported in a unit interval. For general g we write C gj = g with gj 
supported in a unit interval, and use xi 11 g jllm < /j g IJsc(LB + 1) and 
Xj II gi IL < II g lb to obtain (3.2). 
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Now for h E C,x(R2), we define 
q+z) = J eiH4p(h(t, .)) eKiHff dt, 
V,(h) = i’ eiHW(h(t, .)) e--iHIf nt. 
These are bilinear forms on D(Hti2) x D(H:i2) and satisfy the X, I 
uniform bounds, 
+&(h) :.; c 1~ h j’,(N, i- I), (3.3) 
&I,-,(h) .< CA-1 /jh :I$y(H, + I) (supp 11 CR’ x [--I, 1])- (3.4) 
for some norm /I jl.Y on Y(R2). 
For fixed I let &Ck be the scale in 9 associated with II[ . ‘l’hen 
cp(h9~ Vk>~ dhh and V,(h) define operators in .9(X1, H-l). Further- 
more, (Ad iHJ7+,(h) q = yl(@h/W), and (Ad iH,)“V,(h) = V,(Ph/W), 
and we conclude that ql(h), V,(h) E 5?(Z27’f1, pPn--l) for n = 0,1,2,... . 
The operator bounds are all uniform in 2. 
3.2. Injinite Volume Limit 
We now assume that h E (0, h,] where h, is sufficiently small and 
outline the construction of the infinite volume limit, mostly following 
Glimm, Jaffe, and Spencer [6, 7, 151. A difference here is that we 
use two fields 9-; and V throughout. We use the notation -4, == F, 
A, = V for either the sharp time or smeared time fields. 
Sharp time Schwinger functions are defined using A, E 9(X1, J?’ --I) 
bv 
S,:,,(f, ,Rl ,..-, f, > xr,) 
--- (4 , -~&) =p-(t, - tl> ff,) -~k.&n) ... 4&) QJ, (34 
where g, E C,,l(Rl), tvrl - t,. ,> 0, and k = (k, ,..., k,), k, z - I or 2. 
These have a simple expression in terms of path space integrals, as do 
the distribution Schwinger functions given by 
= 1 Jhldh) '..fzb,(tn) X(f1 ( ". < fn) 
i? 
x &Jfl > Rrh) >'..I fn 1&7(n)) 4 .I' bin 7 (3.6) 
where fV E Com(R1), k, 7 (k,(,, ,..., k,(,,), and x(e) is the charac- 
teristic function of t, --: ... -: t,, By exploiting the path space 
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connection it is shown in [7, 151 that for fixed k, , g, , the S,;,l(t, , g, ,...) 
are bounded uniformly in t,+, - t, >, 0 and 1 < KI. Furthermore, 
both the SIG,,(t, , g, ,... ) and the S,,r(fr , g, ,...) have limits as Z--f co, 
which we denote by Sk,%(tl , g, ,...) and Sk,,& , g, ,... ), respectively. 
Then (3.6) also holds for I = 00. 
Now we define complex time Wightman functions for 1 sufficiently 
large and Im(T,+, - T,.) > 0. 
lf’kJ(T1 , g, ,..*I Tn , gn) = (52, , A,I(gl) ef(T?-TJHYl&?) *.. A,n(g,) B,). (3.7) 
Then, W,;+,(it, , g, ,...) = S,:,,(t, , g, ,... ). As functions of the 7, , 
then ZV,,, are holomorphic in Im(T,+l - 7”) > 0, and since 
11 exp(-uoHr)Il-,,, < (1 + u-l), they are G(17, (1 + Im(T,,, - 7,)-r)) 
uniformly in 1. By Vitali’s theorem and the convergence of the 
Schwinger functions, we conclude that they have limits as IL+ co, 
which we denote by wJ,.,cc(T1 , g, ,..., 7T1 , g,,). 
Now for h, E Coz(R2) and I sufficiently large, define 
m71c , 2(I?, , . . . ) kJ = (Q, , --l,.l,l(w .‘. -Jk,,J(U 4). 
These are the distribution boundary values of the W,.,,(,, , g1 ,...) in 
the sense that 
The boundary values are assumed uniformly in I so that 
exists and is the boundary value of b~f,.z(T1 , g, ,...). Similarly, we 
define W,,,(h, ,..., h,) = lim,,, JV,.,,(h, ,..., h,). 
The definition of the Wightman functions W,,,(h, ,..., h,,) extends 
to h, E -Y(R2), and determines distributions IV,,, in Y’(Pn), n = 
0, 1, 2,..., by the nuclear theorem. These distributions satisfy all the 
hypotheses of the Wightman reconstruction theorem as may be 
seen by verifying the Osterwalder-Schrader axioms for the Schwinger 
functions [IO, 151. 9s a consequence we have a full P(4):! theory, 
in particular a Hilbert space X’, a Hamiltonian H, a vacuum 
vector 0, and field operators A, such that W,,,,(lz, ,..., h,) = 
(f4 41(J4 *** 4;,(4Jq w e note that everything (including P) 
depends on X. 
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We now sketch an argument that our field theory (A‘, Q, A, , iz,) ~: 
(2, Q, v, V) is equivalent to the usual field theory (Z’, Q’, cp’) 
obtained by considering the vacuum expectation values of the y’s 
only. That is, we exhibit a unitary operator I:: A? + 2 such that 
UJ2 = .Q’ and UCJI(~)U* 2-z y’(h). F or h E C,“(R2) and 1 sufficiently 
large the operator FL(h) is essentially self-adjoint and the closure 
denoted y(h) is independent of 1 [4]. Let U’(B) be the von Neumann 
algebra on 3 generated by (e’““‘): supp h C B), and let U 7: (U&Y(B))- 
be the C*-algebra generated by all the U(n). One can show that the 
self-adjoint closure of V,(h) is independent of I, and denoting it 
by V(h), that eir’(jg) E (1. Now as noted in [7], the state (Q, . Q,) on 
Ol converges as 1 --f CC and, bv the GNS construction, defines a 
cyclic representation (2, 0, &%j of the algebra. We define field 
operators G(h), 8(h) in Z? to be the infinitesimal generators of 
[eis~(h)]~ and [ei.~V(h)]--. ‘rhc ,$ g enerate a dense subspace of .,@’ when 
applied to -0, their vacuum expectation values are the Wightman 
functions, and thus, by the uniqueness portion of the reconstruction 
theorem, there exists a unitary C, : 2’ -+ 9 satisfying IJ,B : Q 
and lily-‘(h)l’,* 7 e(h). (See [6] an earlier references.) Similarly, we d 
obtain I”, : .Y?’ + 2 satisfying CialQ := 0, and C’,~(h)C,‘,* ~-: +(h), 
UJ(h)lr2* -- P(h). Then, li 1 C rl*Cr9 has the required properties. 
-4n alternative way of obtaining JVFck-ordered products on the 
physical Hilbert space would be to follo\v the treatment of Schrader 
[161. 
3.3. Time Zero Fields 
Let lI be the dense domain generated by applying field operators 
A,(h), Iz E Com(R2) to Q. Let x E C,=(Rl) be positive and satisfy lx = 1. 
Then, 8,(t) = ~a(&) app roximates a S function as IC + cc. 
We introduce time zero fields as follows; cf. [6, 111. 
PROPOSITION 3.1. Let g E C,“(R1), h E CoK(R2). 
(A) On D x D, 4% Og> converges as K + 00 and defines a 
bilinear form A,.(g). 
(B) The bilinear forms A,(g), A,(h) extend to D(H1/2) x D(H1i2) 
and satisfy fey h E (0, A,], 
::-A&) ;: CA-‘(L,, -:-- 1) I; g q&Y1 -!- I), (3.8) 
+i3,(Iz) *< CAP1 11 12 i,,y(H I I). (3.9) 
(C) On D(H1i2) X D(fP~“), 
.4,;(h) ~~ f  eiHf.?;;(h(t, .)) F-iHf nt. 
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Proof. Let #, 0 E D and let #1, O1 be the corresponding vectors in 
9 created out of A,;,, and 52, . We consider the family of functions 
F,(t) = (#1, eiHz’A~~(g)e-iH1lBI). By (3.1) and (3.2), we have 1 FL’(t), < 
const ll(H, + 1)3~2#1 /I 11 (f1, + 1)3&91 11. Since Il(H, + 1)3:2$1 Ii2 is a sum 
of Wightman functions, it is bounded. Thus the functions F,’ are 
uniformly bounded, and hence, the F, are equicontinuous. It follows 
that ($1 , -4,,@, Og)o,) = J h(t)Fdt) dt converges to (gI , 4(g)~J -y 
FL(O) as K ---f r?, uniformly in 1. Since (#1, A,,.,,(h)B,) + (I/J, An.(h)@ as 
Z-t r/_ for any h, Part (A) follows. We also have ($I, , A1,.(g)O,) --•f 
(II,, Al,.(g)@ as I + c~. Since (Q!J~ , (H, + 1)0,) --+ (Q/J, (H -1- 1)Q) the 
bounds in (B) follow on IJ >< D from their finite volume counterparts 
(3. I>, (3.2), (3.3), and (3.4). The extension of domains follows since I> 
is a core for H (e- iH1 leaves D invariant), and hence, for (H --+ 1)1/z. 
Finally (C) follows by taking Z-+ ;r3 in the relation ($1 , A,.,,(A)O,) = 
s<94 1 eiHj’AiL(h(t, .))e-‘“z’B,) dt. 
Dejkitions. Hereafter let .Y?” be the scale in X determined by the 
Hamiltonian 11. The bilinear forms A,(g) and A,,.(h) determine 
operators in .Y(.$’ , .Pp’) which we d enote by the same symbol. As 
before the smeared time field An.(h) is in Y(.;V 2+1, .;Yz’(-i) for 
n-o,1 7 , -,.... 
PROPOSITION 3.2. -i2,.(6, @ g) ---f A,(g) strongly in Y’( Y l,-X-l) as 
K--j -x. 
Proof. Regarding A,(6, @ g) = J” eiN’AI~(g)e-i”“s,(t) dt and 
A,(g) = .I- A,(g) kc(t) dt as weak integrals in J?(.X’i, .%‘-l), vvc have, 
for $ E .Y? i, 
!‘(.4(8,, (7 g) - A(g))4 ~~.,l .*:i f 8,,(t) I’(eiHtA,(g) eciHt --- A3,,(g))l/i !L1 df. 
The convergence now follows by the strong continuity of 
t + eirrtL4,c(g)e-iH6 in 5P?(JP, -7Pi). 
3.4. Green’s Functions 
For f, g in C,,=(P) and k = I, 2, let fA,(g) be the function in 
C,“(RI, qjY1, 2-l)) g iven by t +f(t) A,(g). By the analysis of 
Section 2, we may define vacuum expectation values of time-ordered 
products of field operators by 
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In particular, the Green’s functions are given by 
We also consider 
By results in Section 2 the C!7@ are holomorphic in Im B < 0, continuous 
in Im 0 < 0, 0 10, and 9 = 9,=, . 
If we define 
‘yn .-: ~i.f,l --- “. -+ f(d ,il) 
then IfA,(g)l, = : f ,n /I Ak(g)lI,,-, , and by Theorem 2.2B, for some 
new constant K,, , 
We define Schwinger functions by S = Yszhi and make contact 
with an earlier definition. 
PROPOSITION 3.3. 
s,~,m(fl > <Fl ,..., fn > g?J = S(f,A,*(g,),...,.f,A,,~g,)). 
Proof. WC first note that 
~k,cG(Tl 3 g, ,.‘., 711 , gn) = (Q, J&Q +T’)H-&2(g2) ..’ -~l~,,(<?&Q). 
This follows since both sides of the equation are holomorphic in 
Im(5+l - 7”) > 0, and have the Wightman functions as distribution 
boundary values. Thus, in particular, we have 
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In fact, carrying out the integrations in the indicated order, one 
successively identifies E, , E, , etc. As E + 0, the left side of (3.12) 
converges by Theorem 2.2C, and the right side converges since 
S,,, is bounded uniformly in t,,, - t, 3 0 from the uniform bound 
on S,, r . Thus, (3.12) holds for E = 0. 
Returning to (3.1 l), we take the complex conjugate which has the 
effect of reversing the order of the operators since the S,:,, are real 
(here we assume g,, to be real). Now multiplying by fl(tl) ..*f,,(t,) 
x(t, <’ ... -c t,), integrating, and summing we obtain S,.,,(fi , g, ,...) 
on the left side by (3.6) and S(f,A,.l(g,),...) on the right side by 
(3.12) at E -== 0. 
3.5. -lfiscellaneous 
We develop some properties of time-ordered products for the 
real-time theory. 
For h E ,Y(R27L), k 
B,(h) 
= (k, ,..., k,), define in L?(A?2n+1, -F), 
= .I A,&,) . ‘. &Jx,) h(x, )...) A-,). (3.13) 
More precisely, if h = 12, @ *.a @ h, , define B,<(h) = Lr,, A,.>(h,,) and 
extend h + B,(h) to all of Y(R2”) by the nuclear theorem. 
If 6, is an approximate 6 function, we set 
(T,,h)(t, > Xl >.“3 f, > x,) 
= ut, - h’) .I ... 6,(t, - t,‘) x(t,’ > ... > f,L’) h(t1’, x1 )...) t,,‘, x,,) 
THEOREM 3.4. Let fv , g, E C,“(Rl) and I,/J E .;Y2’1+1. Then, 
lim B,,(T,\(f; @Jgi 5 ‘.. K .I 
@If N 0 ‘F,))u’i -_ I;;,(fl=l~~,(Rl),...,~~~~~~~(~~), m;o)#. 
If J/J E XL FE 0, &‘““, then the convergence holds in each .F”“, i.e., 
in .p’“. 
Remark. Summing over permutations gives an approximation of 
the time-ordered product by field operators smeared with smooth 
test functions. 
Proqf. Let q1 , q2 be distributions on R’“, q2 with compact support, 
and let 4 E C,“(Rn). Then we have 
(41 , A * qz\ = (9% , ;i * c/Ii, 
where 4,~) = 4(--x) (see [14, p. 2911). Now take q1 to be the 
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distribution (pi ,f> = (@, B,((f@g)^)Y) where f2(t1, x1 ,..., t,, , x,,) = 
Iz(ti ,.. ., t,,, , xi ,..., xJ, g q = g, @ **. @ g,, , and @ E X . _Ilso take 
q2 = x(fi @ **a of,,) and d =- 8, @ ... @I 6,. Then writing out the 
above relation gives 
(@, Bk(7:(f, wg1 0 ... <3.f, i~)gn))Y) 
=: 1. x(t, -> .” tn)fl(tl) . ..fJt.) 
x (@, &$%(~ - fl) OSlj ... -%,(~,(~ - tn) O&p). 
Since A,(6,(. -t) @)g) = e’H’Al,.(G, @ g)e-‘If’, we may identify the 
right side as (dj, F,,(e)!?‘). S Lince di, Y are arbitrary, we have 
R,,(‘T&(.f; og1 0 ... cxjfn %g,)) 
== f%fl&l(~K 3 R&~.fn.4,pK c3 Rlj, a,). (3.14) 
‘The convergence in ~8 i, and hence .X , now follows by Proposition 3.2 
and Theorem 2.1 C. If Z/J E LP’, we may apply Hk to each term and the 
convergence in ,% still holds by (2.4). This implies the convergence 
in each 2”. 
Finally, we state conditions under which 
where U, Q’ are disjoint subsets of (I ,..., n) such that 0 u o’ = (I,..., n). 
The following statements may be proved by approximating A,(g) 
by /!,(a, @g) with K large, and then writing the time-ordered 
product as a real integral. The second is a reflection of the locality of 
the theory. 
PROPOSITION 3.5. I f  supp fV C (T, a) for v E u, and supp fv C 
(--a, T) for Y E 0’ for some T, then the factorization (3.15) holds. 
PROPOSITION 3.6. Jf ~upp(f, @I gvj C Cl for 1r E (i, and 
supp(f" @ gy) C 0, fey v  E o’, where 0, , 0, are spacelike separated 
open sets, then the factorization (3.15) holds. 
4. CLUSTER PROPERTIES 
An important input to our results is the existence of a uniform mass 
gap for small X. This result has been established by Glimm, Jaffe, 
and Spencer [7, 151, and says that one can choose h,, so that the 
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physical mass m(h) = inf spec(11 > S) satisfies m(h) 2 m, ;.> 0 for 
some constant m, and all A E [0, A,,]. The mass gap implies certain 
cluster properties for Green’s functions which we now develop. For 
real time we consider spacelike clustering and a special kind of time- 
like clustering. Results for imaginary time are also quoted. 
4.1. Spacelike 
Araki, Hepp, and Ruelle [l] h ave given quite precise spacelike 
cluster properties for four-dimensional Wightman field theories. 
Their analysis also holds for two-dimensional theories, and wc now 
introduce some terminology and state the result. 
For Pr , Qz , subsets of R2, define 
Let D’ C R2 be all points that are spacelike to every point m D. 
Now consider the set D, C R1 that is the complement of the inter- 
section of D’ and (X = (t, x): t = 0). Next D, C R1 is defined to 
be the interval that is the convex closure of D, . Finally let A ~~ 
dist(O, DJ. This is a measure of the spacelike separation of 0, and 8, . 
Note that D, = D,(O, , Qo2) is increasing in Co,, 0, and that A r~= 
d(0, , 0,) is decreasing in 0, , 0, . 
LEMMA 4.1. Let B = B,(h) and B’ = B,,,(h’) be operators of the 
f;7,(3.13) with h, h’ E CO co . Let 0, 0’ C R2 be open and satisfy supp h 
1: .*. x 0, supp h’ C 0’ i: -.a x fi’, and A(@, 0’) 3 1. Then 
,(Q, BEoLB’Q): ~2 a 1 D,(@, O’)] exp(--m,d(fl, I”)) 
x (II HB’.Q I’ 11 B*Q /I + 1’ HBL? ~1 I/ B’*Q ii), (4.1) 
where E,l is the projection onto LS, and the constant N is independent 
of h E [0, A,,], B, B’. 
The proof in [l] depends on writing a Jost-Lehman-Dyson 
representation for (Sz, BE, I e i(Ht--Px) B’Q). (Lemma 4.1 is obtained 
from [I, Eq. 2.201 by setting f = 0 and correcting a minor error.) 
We now obtain a similar result for time-ordered products. In the 
following let fv , g, E C,“(Rl), k, = 1 or 2, and define a, E 
C,,“(Rl, .2?(2’, X-l)) by 
a,(t) = f”(t) 4c”kv). (4.2) 
LEMMA 4.2. There are constants K,, such that ;f 
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(a) supp f,, @ g, C 0, v = l,..., m; supp fv @ g, C CO’, v = 
m + I,..., n; and A(0, 0’) > d > 1 for some open 0, O’, 
(b) supp fv @g, C {x: : x -: R), v = I ,..., n, 
then, 
(Q, .F(a, ,..., a,,,) EoLc~(alilL, ,..., u,,)Q)l 
*Z K,ReP’fd ,G / fv n ‘I -4,,,(g,);il,-, (4.3) 
for a21 h 15 (0, h,]. 
Proof. LetF = F,,!(a, ,..., a,,, , co) andF’ = F,,L-,L(a,,,+l ,..., a,, , s) 
We first establish that 
yQ,FE”‘F’s)I < DI 1 D,(O, co’)1 exp--m*Ll(0, 0’)) 
x (~1 HF’Q 1~ 11 F*Q ;I + 11 HFQ 11 /I F’*J2 1;). (4.4) 
Let h = .fr @g, @ .** of,,? @g,,, and k = (k, ,..., K,,,). By Theorem 
3.4, we have that B,(T,h) Q -+FQ, and HB,JT,h) J2 -* HFL? as 
K ----f KC:. By realizing F* as an anti-time-ordered product (see below) 
one can similarly obtain B,( T,h)* Sz ---f F*Q. We also take h’, k’ so 
that B,.( T,h’) 12 ---f F’Q, etc. Now for K sufficiently large, supp( T,h) C 
cr/ x -.. x 8, and supp(T,h’) C 8’ x -1. Y Or, and so (4.4) holds 
with B,.( T,h) and B,.( T,h’) re pl acing F, F’ by the previous lemma. 
Taking K ---f cc gives (4.4). 
We may assume that 0, 6’ C {x: : x ; < R) -7 S, Then we have 
’ D,(O, O’)! < / Q(S, ) S,)l == 4&! R. In (4.4) we use this estimate, 
bound 11 HF.!2 11, etc., by (2.3B) and (2.4), take similar bounds for 
(/ F*Q j!, etc., and obtain, for some K,,‘, 
Since Y(a, ,..., a,,,), Y(a,,,, ,..., a,) are sums of F’s of the form we 
have considered, the bound (4.3) follows. 
Remark 1. We elaborate on the use of the anti-time-ordered 
product. For general a, E C,“(Rl, Z(df’1, S-l)), one defines in- 
ductively FJaTL ,..., a, , t) = Jp eisHa,,(S)e--isH~~_,(a,_l ,..., a, , s) ds. 
The F, have the same properties as the F, , and one can show on 
X2%+l x Z2n+1 that Fn(a, ,..., a,, co)* = Fn(al* ,..., alL*, -a). We 
also define .F(a, ,..., a,) by summing all permutations of 
F,(al ,..., arr , - 00). Then F(a, ,..., a,,)* = F(al* ,..., a,*). 
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Remark 2. Truncated Green’s functions are defined inductively 
by V(a) = Y(a) and 
BqQ )..., a,) == qa, )..., a,) .-- c n ~~T({~vlYt,,), 
P I'EP 
(4.5) 
where the sum is over all proper partitions of the set (I,..., tz). X 
simple inductive argument based on (3.10) gives, for some constants 
47 7 
THEOREM 4.3. There are constants K,, such that if 
(a) there exist spacelike separated 0, 0’ open in R2 and a partition 
{a, 0') of (I,..., n) satisfying supp fv @g, C 0, v E a; supp fy @ g, C O’, 
v~o’;andd(0,B’)~d>,l; 
(b) suppf” @g, C {x: I x ! <: Rj, 
then 
1 !v(u, ,...) 4 G K, Reerd fi i fv L I! At,,kJ I.--1 
I(-. 1 
for all h E (0, A,]. 
Proof. Write the truncated Green’s function as 
!F(u, ,..., a,) = y(a, ,..., a,) - ~({4YEcf) ~~({4,,Eo) 
-fy n ~rT(b4”tn)~ 
P PEP 
(4.7) 
(4.8) 
where the sum is over all partitions that are not refinements of {cr, 0’1. 
By Proposition 3.6, we have 
??(a, ,..., 4 - ~(+4”,,~) w&O ) = (Q, q{u”>“a?,) ~““‘~~({~“:“Eu)Q)I (4.9) 
and so these terms have the required bound by the previous lemma. 
For the remaining terms in (4.8), suppose that the theorem has 
already been proved for v = l,..., n - I, (it is trivial for v = I), 
and consider a term flpsp P({u~}~~~) in & . Since P is not a refine- 
ment of {a, g’}, there is at least one subset p* E P such that p* n u 10 
and p* n 0’ f 0. Then W((av}Vep*) satisfies the hypotheses of the 
theorem, and so, with n* = j p* 1, 
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The remaining terms in the product are estimated by (4.6) which 
combined with the above, gives the bound (4.7) for this term. 
4.2. Timelike 
Cluster properties for separation in a timelike direction generally 
have a much slower falloff than space-like separation. In Section 5, 
however, things will be arranged so that timelike clustering is also 
rapid. Here we prove a theorem that will turn out to be useful in 
this connection. 
nof~g;ii,“i~t,~~ i yet of m functions in C’,,IJ(R1), \I;e define for 
i . , > 
where ox = (q ,..., a,,,) with 0~” a nonnegative integer, and ; I _= 
N1 + ... + iy& 
Still with n,. -= f,A,y(g,) we have 
THEOREM 4.4. Given n, N, N’, there is a constant K,,,.,., such that 
;f SUPPf” c (- cc, T) when VECT, and supp fv C (T, co) when v E u’ 
fog some T and some partition (CT, CT’} of (1 ,..., n), thelz 
x Iuil”;<, In.v U~“E<J~ LA 
for all h E (0, A,,]. 
Proof. If * E Z”, we have, by the spectral theorem, 
11 E,:,,‘+ i:z = i-D d($, I+)$) s; (m*)-‘N I/ HN# /~2. 
” ,,1 *
(4.10) 
Thus, for any a, ,..., a,, , we have, by (2.4), (2.3B), 
j/ E”L~(a, )..., a,)SZ 11 
.< (wz,)-~ 11 HNY(a, ,..., u,)Q ~1 
for some constant Kn,N. 
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Now consider gT(a, ,..., a,). Again we expand as in (4.8), and 
use (4.9) for the leading term, this time appealing to Proposition 3.5 
for the factorization. Then we have the required 
where we use (4.11) to bound 11 E,,~F(*)sZ 11, and a similar bound for 
j! E,w(-)*Q 11 = 11 E,‘3(-)B 11. 
The remaining terms in (4.8) are bounded by induction. As before, 
for eachPpickap*EPsuchthatp*naf,@ andp*na’+ D’. 
Then, 
‘The other factors in fl,,Ep are bounded by (4.6). Noting that 
IuL1*no In,N JJ :.f, n 5 IEka I1L.N >I’S0 I+,,- 
we obtain a bound like (4.10) for IJIIEp Y~({aY}yEP). 
4.3, fmaginary Time 
Cluster properties for imaginary time were obtained in [2]. Here 
we give a slight reformulation. We consider the truncated Schwinger 
functions ST( a, , . . . , a,,), a,. == fYAliy(gY), defined as in (4.5). 
THEOREM 4.5. There are constants K,, such that if UYEa supp f,, @g, 
and UVEU 1 supp fv @g, can be separated by a strip of width d for some 
partition (a, 0’1 of (I,..., n), then 
; ST(a, )...) 4 G &e-jnid fj If” 15% !/ 4<vk”)lll,-, 
for all h E (0, A,]. 
Remark. The proof is again an inductive argument. The key step 
is the bound (a,* = fvYAX.I(gv)). 
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The first inequality [2, Lemma 21 follows from the mass gap and a 
path space representation. The second inequality follows by (3.10). 
5. DIFFERENTIABILITY 
Let fU , g, E COa(R1), ,u = l,..., m, and define 
a,(t) = flu(t) d&L). (5.1) 
Our goal is to show that the Green’s functions 9(fi , g, ,...,fY,& , gm) = 
S(a 1 >“‘, a,J are infinitely differentiable in h. Beginning at imaginary 
time, we quote the following result from [2]. 
LEMMA 5.1. The Schwinger functions S(a, ,..., a,,&) are C” in h for 
X E [0, A,], and 
& Lqa, )...) 4 = C-1)” C ST(al ,..., a, , Xi,‘jl ,..., Xi,vTj,,l. (5.2) 
1,“‘.‘1,, 
jl,....jn 
Here {xi}iEZI is a suitable fixed partition of unity. We take xi = 
x(* -i) with XE C,,“([-1, I]). Th e notation Vj = V(xj) will be used 
consistently. 
A key step in the proof of the lemma is the bound 
I ST(% 9-, a, , Xi,li, ,..., Xi,,vj,j; 
= ~~(exp(-md((O, O), (4 , iJ,..-, (in ,in>)/n)), (5.3) 
where 6(e) is the diameter of (n + 1) points in R2. This follows from 
Lemma 4.5 (except at X = 0) and establishes the convergence of 
the sum in (5.2). 
If one attempts to establish (5.2) with Sr replaced by 9P, there 
is no longer a bound like (5.3) available, and so, the difficulty is 
establishing convergence of the sum. To avoid this, we first cast (5.2) 
in a different form. In the time variables, instead of (x&sl, we take 
other partitions of unity ~~~~~~~~~~ , depending on n, which have the 
property that they become smoother as 1 i / + co. 
Specifically, let #,, be a positive even C,” function with support in 
[-1, l] such that $, = 1 on [-1 + (1/3n), 1 - (1/3n)] and $, is 
monotone on each half-axis. For i = 0, l,..., define ~n,i(t) = $,(t/i+ 1) 
and Wn,i = #n.i - $,,i-l (with W,,, = $n,o = QL). Then Zrd, W,,i z 
41r n,T 4 1 as T -+ co, and so, CT=“=, &,!J,,~ = 1. Now take pn,i = 6$,,ix+ 
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(xi- = characteristic function of [0, CO)), P,,,-~ == ~$J,,,~x-- , and 
Pn,o = w?,o . Then xyC-m pn,i = 1. 
LEMMA 5.2. pn,i and ~2,; = (da/d~x)p,,i satisfy: 
(a) supp pn,i C {t E R1: ( t - i < max( 1, j i ~ :3n):; 
(b) (a) ‘8 . fOY a 3 1, :j p(nq)i iI < 2”(i i 1 + l)-a’ll’ 4n !!l 7 
(4 !I Pn.i Ii1 d II !fh ‘:1 . 
Proof. Part (a) is straightforward. For (b) we note 
$Lr$ ])1 = (i f l)-” 1 ) &‘(t/(; + 1))1 dt = (i + l)-a+l II l/G:’ I r . 
Thus, for ( i / > 1, 
The same bound is immediate for i = 0. For (c), if ~ i I > 1, the 
evenness and monotonicity yield 
ii pn,i /I1 = 4 [ (&(t/(i i j + 1)) - #Jt:‘! i I)) dt 
= $((I i ~- 1) I; I), ‘I1 - i 1 ;~ $bn 111) 
= $ 1) 4, Ill . 
Since j] pll,o jlr = /I #, Ijl, this gives the result. 
LEMMA 5.3. Fix x E (0, AO), n, N, and a, ,..., a,, . Then there is a 
constant K such that 
I SOT(al 9.1.3 %I , Pn,ilv*jCij, 7...9 Pn,inVj,J 
< K exp(&l + 0)(8(0, i) + I)-.N (S(0, j) + 1)-N (5.4) 
for all A E [A, A,], i, j E Z”, and 0 E Ri+. 
Notation. Here S, = Eis . We use i = (ir ,..., i,), j = (jl ,..., in), 
and 6(0, i) is the diameter of (n + I) points in RI. 
Proof. Returning to the definition of the time-ordered product, 
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and scaling the integration variable, it is straightforward to show 
Sf?T(al >...> f7z,i,,c5rL) ST(al”,...Y PO,,i,tTi,) (5.5) 
where a/ := f,rp(g,), and for any function h on R', P(t) = 0-m' h(t/O). 
For some R > 1, we have the support properties: 
supp P”,,~, C {t: , t - Bi,, ~ 2:; max(B, / i, 8’3n)); 
We now distinguish three cases. 
Case (i). Max(G(0, j), 3nR(l + 0)) < S(0, Oi). For any i, one 
can find a partition {a, a’> of (I,..., YZ) which divides (0, 6i) into two 
sets (0, {~~J,,,> and {~Q,Eo~ separated by at least S(0, &)/n. (Separate 
the points by the largest increment.) Under our assumption, 
supp.f;,@ C (t: ! f ~ 5; S(0, Bi)j3n); 
supp P:,~, C {t: t -- Hi,, < S(0, fIi);3n). 
Thus, uti ,supp f/ and Uy,, supp P:,~, are separated from 
u YEU‘ suPP P7L.i" by an interval of width at least 6(0, Bi)/3n. Thus, by 
Theorem 4.5, we have 
i 
,)i 
I ST 1 < K, exp(--nz,6(0, Q’3n) fl If,” !z(n+m) 
‘ix- 1 
Since X-l < X-l, we have Ij q(g,)/j,,-, and II VjV /11,--1 bounded by a 
constant by (3.8). In general, 
But I fu In+,,L is fixed, and IP~,~,L+~~ is bounded by Lemma 5.2. Thus, 
the products over p, v above are bounded by a polynomial in 6-r. 
Finally, we have 
exp(-r2*6(0, &)/3n) < e(a(O, 0;) i- l)-2N 
< 9((6(0, Hi) t l)-N @(O, j) -I- l)-N). 
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Since 6(0, i) + 1 < (1 + fFr)(s(O, 0;) + I), we have a bound of the 
form (5.4). 
Cnse (ii). Max(G(0, ei), 3nR(l + e)) < S(0, j). Divide (0, j) into 
two sets (0, {j,},,,,) and (j,),,,, , separated by S(0, j)/fz. Since, by our 
assumption, 
supp zu C {.x: s .I S(0, j);3n}, 
supp xi, C {s: s - j, < S(0, j), 3nJ, 
we have that U, suppg, and Uy,, xi, are separated from UY,,, xi, by 
an interval of width at least 6(0, j)/3n. Now, apply Theorem 4.5 and 
proceed as in Case (i). 
Case (iii). Max(G(0, /A), 6(0, j)) < 3nR(l + 6). Applying (3.10) 
gives / &T 1 = a(1 + &(n+J’J)). Then we use 
1 :-< (3nR(l + H) + l)nN (S(0, 0;) -1 l)-N (6(0, j) -;- I)-” 
to obtain a bound of the form (5.4). 
LEMMA 5.4. 
Proof. By (5.5) (at n = 0) and Lemma 5.1, 
(d”;‘dh”) s,ya, )..., n,) 
= (-1)” 1 sya,e )..., a,~, XilVjl ,...) xi&J. (5.8) 
i,iEZ” 
Now, consider the absolute value of 
C-4” ST(ale,...> %,B, xil’PBn.i,~j’j, ,..., Xi,d,i,~j”). (5.9) 
This is 0((6(0, i) + l)-N(6(0, j) + l)-N) for any N by Theorem 4.5 
and an argument similar to Lemma 5.3. However, using Theorem 4.5, 
it can also be shown to be 0((6(0, i’) + 1)+‘(6(0, j) + I)+). Thus, 
(5.9) is an absolutely summable function of i, i’, j. Summing over i’ 
first, and then i, j, gives the right side of (5.7). Summing over i first, 
and then i’, j, gives the right side of (5.8) since fl Ci P:,~ = 1. Thus, 
the right-hand side of (5.7) = the right-hand side of (5.8). Q.E.D. 
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The derivatives are now in a form suitable for analytic continuation. 
We first prove the needed cluster property for real 8, and then for 
complex 0. 
LEMMA 5.5. Fix A E (0, A,), n, N, and a, ,..., a,,, . Then there is a 
constant K such that 
-< R exp( 19 + 1 0 i-‘)(S(O, i) f  I)-N (6(0, j) -l l)-N 
for all h E [X, h,], i, j E F, and 0 real and nonzero. 
Remark. This is the key result. The point is that by Theorem 4.4 
a truncated Green’s function with a cluster of smooth test functions 
(in time) is small. Since we have correlated distance from the origin 
with smoothness by the choice of p, the rapid decrease (6(0, i) + l)-N 
for timelike separation follows. 
Proof. As in (5.Q we have 
and note that since p;yi, = P;,-~,, etc., it is sufficient to consider 
0 > 0. Again we choose R > 1 so (5.6) is satisfied. 
Case (i). Max(S(0, j)/8n, 3nR(l + 0)) < 6(0, ei). Repeating the 
argument of Case (i), Lemma 5.2, we choose (a, a’} so that u, supp fuo 
and (J YEO suPP r&i, are separated from UVE,,, supp &iv by 6(0, Bi)/3n. 
Then by Theorem 4.4, we have with Nr == 2N + n, 
We note that if v E o’, then 1 Bi, 1 > S(0, ei)/n, and hence, / i, j > 
S(0, i)/n. Therefore, if 1 < cy, < Nr , we have for some constants 
C, , C, , by Lemma 5.2B, 
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Adjusting the constant the same bound holds for (Y, = 0. Now we 
have for some constant C, , 
C< C:, exp(iS-l)(S(O, i) + I)-N’ “O” 
Z< C, exp($&r)(S(O, i) + I)-‘N. 
The remaining terms in (5.10) are bounded by a polynomial in 8-l 
that yields the desired Q(exp(B + F)(S(O, i) + l)-N(S(O, j) + l)-N). 
Case (ii). Max(G(0, ei), 3nR(l + 0)) < (1 /Sn) 6(0, j). Under these 
conditions we have from (5.6): 
supp f,” c {t : I t 1 < S(0, j)/24n), 
supp g, C {X: j .L” ~ < S(0, j),‘24nj, 
(5.11) 
supp p&.i, C {t: I t - ei, j < S(0, j)/24n}, 
SUPP xj, C (x: / x - jv : < S(0, j) ‘24~~). 
For each j, pick {u, a’} so that (0, {j,},,,) and {j,),,,, are separated by 
6(0, j)/n. Then by (5.1 l), there are open intervals 9, 9’ such that 
suppg, CL?, supp xj,C9 if v E u, suppxj, C 9’ if v EO’, and 
d(9, 9’) = 26(0, j)/3n. 
Note also that supp &, C {t: j t 1 < 6(0, j)/6n). Thus, if Y = 
(-S(0, j)/6n, S(0, j)/6n), we have 
SUPP(fuB 0 g,) c 9- x p;“, 
s”PP(PBn.i, 0 Xj,) c r X z if v E (T, 
CFXY’ if v E u’. 
However, Y x 9 and Y x 9 have the spacelike separation 
Ll(F X Y,Y X 2’) == S(0, j);3n, 
and since in addition each function has support in a ball of radius 
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26(0, j), we have by Theorem 4.3, 
~ gT 5: ~,P(O, j) ev--m,(W, j)W) (/cl ,LQ n- )), d&, 1) 
X fj I PZ,i,, (n+m I cS,. 111.-l) 
i I’ 1 
This yields the desired bound as in Lemma 5.2. 
Case (iii). lVlax((l/Srz) 6(0, j), 6(0, 0;)) < 3nR(l -1 0). ‘The proof 
in this case follows Lemma 5.2. 
LEMMA 5.6. Let f be holomorphic in D = (8: Im 0 < 0, Re 0 > 0} 
and continuous on D/(O). Suppose there are constants C, , C, , C, such 
that if(e)/ < C, exp(C, j 0 1 -{- C, I 6 i-1) for 0 ED. If If(Q)1 .< M 
for 0 E aD\{O}, then If(e)! < L14’ for 0 in D as well. 
This follows by a fairly standard application of the Phragmen- 
Lindelhof technique for extending the maximum modulus theorem. 
We omit the proof and refer the reader to [13], where similar results 
are proved. 
LEMMA 5.7. Fix x E (0, A,), n, N, and a, ,..., a,,, . Then there is a 
constant K such that 
< K exp(2 / H 1 f 2 I 0 I-‘)(S(O, i) -~ l)-” (S(0, j) :- I)-&- 
fey aZZ h E [A, A,], i, j E Z”, and all nonzero fl with Im 19 < 0. 
Proof. By Lemmas 5.3 and 5.5, there is a constant K such that 
the bound holds on the positive real and negative imaginary axes with 
a factor exp(l 0 / + 1 0 I-‘) instead of exp(2 1 8 j + 2 / 6 1-r). Thus, if 
we define holomorphic functions 
f(O) = exp( -( 1 + zJ0) exp( -( 1 ~- i)H-l)(S(O, i) + l)N (S(0, j) -i-- I)” YoT, 
we have 1 f (0)l < K for 0 E SD\(O), whatever A, i, j. (We use 
Re(-(1 + i)e) = -1 0 j and Re(-( 1 - +9-l) = - 1 0 1-r on aD.> 
BY (3.10), f(o) 1 a so satisfies the growth condition of Lemma 5.6. 
Thus, If(e)1 < K holds for B E D also. The desired bound follows 
immediately. 
For Im 0 < 0, Re B < 0, a reflected version of Lemma 5.6 gives 
the same bound. 
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'I‘HEOREM 5.8. Let 0 be a nonzero complex number with Im 0 :< 0. 
Then GYOr(a, ..., a,,,) is C” in X for h E (0, A,), and 
(cP$A”) Yo7(u1 )...) a,,,) 
Proqf. Let x be an arbitrary fixed number in (0, A,). It is sufficient 
to prove the theorem for X E [A, A,,]. Let x0 (A, 0) :: YBT, and for 
n x I, 2,..., let z,, (A, 0) be the right side of (5.12), the putative 
nth derivative of 9J07.. B y L emma 5.7, the sum defining x.,,(h, 0) is 
absolutely convergent, and each C, (A, 19) is bounded for h E [A, A,] 
and 0 bounded away from zero and infinity. Since Yor is holomorphic 
in Im 0 < 0, x:, (h, 0) is also. 
We must show that each C,, is differentiable and that 
(cm) c,, (A, 0) =z= c,l-l (A, q, x E [;\, A,,], II = 0, I,... . (5.13) 
By Lemma 5.4, this is already known for 9 negative imaginary. In 
particular, 2,. (A, 6) is continuous in h for 0 negative imaginary. 
By Vitali’s theorem it follows that each C,,, (A, 0) is continuous in X 
for In-i 0 < 0. This means that for Im 8 <: 0, (5.12) is equivalent to 
(5.14) 
HoweLTer, since this already holds for 0 negative imaginary, and since 
both sides of the equation are holomorphic, the identity extends to 
Im 0 .I’ 0. Thus, (5.13) holds for Im 0 < 0. 
Now let 0 be real and choose a sequence ok with Im or, < 0 and 
I 4; - 0 / + 0 as k + co. By Corollary 2.3, 9?Tk ---f ggT, and hence, 
using Lemma 5.7, \ve have x:, (A, 6,) ---t ET?, (A, 0) for all n. Now for 
any n, the family of functions (d/dh) C,+r(h, 0,) = &+2 (A, 6,) on 
[A, A,] is uniformly bounded. It follows that &+1 (A, 0,) is a uniformly 
equicontinuous family of functions on [A, A,], and hence, that 
(4dA) c,, (A 4J -= L+1 (A e,> converges uniformly in h as k ---f ,~0,. 
Thus, L, (4 0) is differentiable and (d/dh) C,, (A, ti) = C,, -r (A, 0). 
Remarks 1. Specializing to 0 = 1 gives the differentiability of 
the truncated Green’s functions W(a, ,..., a,,,), and hence, the Green’s 
functions 9(a, ,..., a,,,). 
Remark 2. The essential ingredients in the proof vvere: (a) dif- 
ferentiability of the Schwinger functions; (b) uniform mass gap; 
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(c) uniform q and I/ bounds. Thus, although we have only considered 
weakly coupled Pi models, one should have differentiability of 
Green’s functions in other models whenever these conditions are 
satisfied. 
~‘Vote crdded in pwmf. In a suhscquent paper [l7], the results of this paper are 
extended to X = 0. 
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